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During the present reporting period progress has been made in the
following areas:
Illiac IV
The aerodynamic panel flutter program has been re-written in CFD
language and is now running on the IBM 360-67 simulator.
Lifting Surface Theory with Boundary Layer
Major progress has been made in this area.
(1) Subsonic and Supersonic, Two-dimensional Steady Flow (M.H. Williams).
This work is completed Fnd a report is being prepared. As expected
shear layer effects become less important for high supersonic Mach
number and are most prominent in the transonic regime. Figure 1
shows the lift curve slope of a flat plate airfoil vs. Mach number
for various boundary layer thickness to airfoil chord ratios, d/C.
Typical pressure distributions are shown in Figure 2 and 3.
(2) Incompressible, Two Dimensional, Unsteady Flow with Control Sur-
faces (C. S. Ventres, Bolt, Beranek and Newman).
Numerical results are showing substantial sensitivity as might
be expected from previous potential flow work with control sur-
faces. Efforts are underway to overcome this problem. This
work is described in a recent publication (Ref.l).
(3) Improved Unsteady Theory (M.R. Chi and M.H. Williams).
Higher order tQrms in w  have been included to assess the accuracy
m
of presently available shear flow models. A typical result is
shown in Figure 4 where the real part of the lift curve slope is
Plotted vs. reduced frequency for three different theoretical
2models. m = 0, n = 1 is the potential flow result; m = 1, n = 1
the simplest model incorporating shear flow effects and m = 2,
n = 1 is a higher order theory including shear flow effects.
For d/C =.1 of this example, good convergence is shown for U
cU.
by comparing results of the two models which include shear flow
effects.
(4) Combined transonic airfoil thickness and shear layer thickness
effects. (E. H. Dowell).
Work continues as to how these two effects can be combined in a
single analysis. For
T = airfoil maximum thickness
d/ C ( T/C )1/3 << 1
	
C = airfoil chord
a relatively simple theoretical model appears possible.
(5) A report (Reference 2) has been completed describing the generalization
to boundary layer thickness which vary along the airfoil chord.
(M. R. Chi) .
(6) Bending-Torsion Flutter Calculations (M. R. Chi).
Using the simplest unsteady shear flow model, flutter calculations
have been carried out for a typical section airfoil. In convential
notation3 the results are shown in Figure 5, 6 and 7. For small
bending/torsion natural frequency ratios, wh/	 << 1, the shear
flow increases flutter velocity. For larger u
h/	 the trend is
reversed. It should be noted, however, that for large wh/
the reduced frequency based upon boundary layer thickness may be
sufficiently large that the theory becomes inaccurate.
An examination of the aerodynamic forces (see Figure 8-15)
- 3 -
shows that the shear layer affects their magnitude much more than
their phase angle. Hence the trends in flutter behavior may be
a result of both (destabilizing) aerodynamic stiffness and
(stabilizing) aerodynamic damping terms being decreased by the shear
flow. The aerodynamic damping terms are relatively more important






i	 One graduate student and one research staff member have worked
on this program at Princeton during the reporting period in addition
to the principal investigator. One research staff member at Bolt
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